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I start with a ghostly photo by (not of) Kevin Jarvis to celebrate Halloween
ER-BAJ B744 of Aerotrans Cargo on 24th October

November’s “Elevens”

Bombardier E-11



Su 11

MD-11



BAC 1-11

Jodel D.11



LAST MEETING 

The lead presentation at our November VM was “U.S. Aircraft of Yesteryear” was by
yours truly and covered classic GA and a few key airliners from 1927 to 1939 with a
special focus upon the Waco developments. For those who have viewed it  they will
understand me when I say it was splendid! For any future presentation of mine I think
there will be a need to prepare a script beforehand. 

We also were pleased to view some more of Michael Hibbins’ French tour of 2019 with
the Orange Air Show plus Michael Jones’s Stansted Review.

As always the full meeting is available to view on our website.

1936 Waco (Warh-Ko) KS N16598 at Brodhead, WI in July 2017

Branch Matters

Nothing new to report this month other than to express my continued thanks to Andy 
and Michael for their ongoing efforts and initiatives with regard to our Virtual Meetings 
and wow, haven’t those meetings developed so positively over the months. More 
advances are very much in the pipeline particularly in respect of Phil’s Quiz in January 
and the Photo Competition in February – further details of the latter in December’s 
Chat.



Stansted Scene

More  depressing  stats  have  been  announced  for  September  with  passenger
numbers down 74.6% (to 663,890) compared with September 2019, with year on year
down 53.5%.

Titan –  their  brand  new  A321NX  registered  G-XATW  was  delivered  to  STN  from
Finkenwerder on 26th October with a black all over colour scheme(??).  Additionally
“Classic” A321 G-POWY (ex Airtours, My Travel, Thomas Cook) has been test flown at
Seletar Singapore.

Per Ninian Yule’s site -  Emirates, EL AL and Air India will not operate into STN
until Summer 2021 at the very earliest.

My monthly selection of Andy Goldsmith’s photos at STN

LX-NCL Boeing 747-4EV(ERF) in retro scheme on 14th October



Ukranian Government An-148 UR-UKR on 9th October

Tui’s Boeing 737-8K5 G-FDZY still wearing its winter lease to Sunwing scheme on 9th October

Falcon 7X N621MM on 11th October



Covid related news

7th October – Manchester Airports Group (MAG) said 376 jobs were under threat at

STN,  plus 465 at Manchester and 51 at  East Midlands. Between April  and August
overall passenger numbers at those airports had fallen to 2.8 million compared to 30.3
million in 2019. Investment has been halted and staff have already been asked to take
a 10% pay cut. Passenger demand was not expected to fully recover before 2023-24.

8th October - EasyJet  warned it faces losses of more than £800m this year and that it
expects to fly at just 25% of normal capacity into next year.  The airline said it expected
to sink into a pre-tax loss of between £815m and £845m in the current financial year;
the first time in EasyJet's 25-year history it has not made an annual profit.  EZY has
already taken a £600m loan from the government, cut 4,500 jobs, raised £608m from
selling aircraft and tapped shareholders for £419m.

9th October – Ryanair  has said it expects the l Boeing 737 Max plane to be allowed to 
fly again in the US in the next month or so. The airline's boss, Eddie Wilson, said RYR 
hoped to start taking delivery of the ‘planes early next year.

21st October - Cathay Pacific  announces it is closing its subsidiary Cathay Dragon
and cutting 8,500 jobs. Cathay group passenger figures are down 98% compared with 
the same period in 2019

22nd October – IAG  said it will operate no more than 30% of its usual flights compared
to  last  year as  the  pandemic  continues  to  hit  demand.  IAG   reported  a  €1.3bn
(£1.17bn) loss for the period from July to September whereas in the same period last
year,  the group reported  a  €1.4bn profit.  Revenue in  the  quarter  plunged 83% to
€1.2bn, compared to €7.3bn last year.



28th October  - Boeing is to cut another 7,000 jobs as losses mount in the pandemic. It
posted a loss of  $466m (£354m) for  the three months to 30 September,  its  fourth
straight quarterly decline

30th October –  Mitsubishi announce that development of the  MRJ “Spacejet” has
been frozen due to overall drop in demand for new airliners. Test flights in the US had
already been suspended this year due to the virus pandemic. This long delayed project
was launched in 2008 with first deliveries planned to start in 2013 but deadline after
deadline have been missed. Is this the end of the project?

WARNING  Aviation Heritage UK (previously known as BAPC) - nothing to do
with Covid or our branch but if any of you have an interest in static replicas, museum
pieces, and the such then this message from Howard Curtis on the “Airfields” site is
relevant:    For  those interested  in  keeping  up with  the former  BAPC –  now called
Aviation  Heritage  UK,  please  note  that  its  current  web  site  is:  https:
//aviantioheritageuk.org and the former website bapc.org.uk has been taken over by a
3rd Party, totally unrelated to aviation, and now contains “nasty stuff”. 

What, Where, When



October’s Answer

Squadron Commander Edwin Harris Dunning, DSC (17 July 1892 - 7 August 1917), of
the United Kingdom's Royal Navy, was the first pilot to land an aircraft on a moving
ship. He is seen here, attempting to land his Sopwith Pup on the flying-off deck of HMS
FURIOUS, Scapa Flow, 2nd August 1917. He was killed five days later,  during his
second landing attempt of the day, when a tire burst, throwing his plane overboard.
Knocked unconscious,  he  drowned  in  the  cockpit.  .My  congratulations  to  Nigel  for
telling me the correct answer within hours of Chat hitting Inboxes. 

Members’ Corner

I hope this may be an irregular feature every few months when you are all invited to
send me one or two of your photos related to a “Theme of the Month” for inclusion in
Chat. No competition, no virtual prizes, just your opportunity to contribute to Chat for
the enjoyment of other members.  I will endeavour to include every photo submitted
albeit possibly over more than one edition if there is a good response. 

Our first theme is “Air-Britain Fly-Ins at North Weald” so please have browse through 
your collections and send me a photo or two with, if you can, a note of the year.

Maybe you might want to suggest a theme – anything as long as it’s aviation linked will 
be considered carefully!

Aviation Anagrams

Aircraft Type = BERNIE CHURCH UPLIFTED
Airline = INNER DUALITIES 
Manufacturer = DIATRIBE RUINS US 

October Answers
Aircraft Type = GHETTO RIM = Tiger Moth
Airline = GRENADIAN OVERSPILL = Volga Dnepr Airlines
Manufacturer = OPERATE ALIAS = Aerospatiale





And a bonus (???) picture to illustrate the Tiger Moth anagram of photographer, film
producer, audio technician, raconteur, fisherman, twitcher, voice over specialist, model
ferroequinologist, air sickness bag collector and branch member Andy Goldsmith after

his 65th birthday present flight in G-ANRM. Love the shoes Andy.

Caption Competition

Regrettably there is no winner of the virtual prize of a Yorkie Bar for the best caption to
Andy Goldsmith’s brilliant  photo taken at  Andrewsfield on 5th September as only  3
people,  including me,  submitted captions,  so I  leave  it  to  you to  decide  your  own
favourite:

Deer, Deer, Deer, that was close

Are Those AvRoe's?

Oh deer, Oh deer, Oh deer another photo from Andy

Delta - Echo Echo Romeo Sierra cleared for formation take off

Herd it on the flight line  



November Quiz 

We have a topical theme this month – see the Quiz at the end of this Chat. Another
virtual prize for the winner!!!

The winner of a virtual Yorkie Bar for the October quiz, defunct UK airlines operating 
Boeing 737s, was Nigel with 17 correct. Runner up was Steve Knight with 15 who wins 
Nigel’s discarded virtual Yorkie wrapper. Congratulations to you both!  If you fared 
better then sorry, I didn’t receive your email.

Next Meeting

With the ongoing Covid situation it is most unlikely that there will be any meetings in St
John’s Church Hall until maybe Easter at the very earliest and possibly med-2021. So,
as in past months, there will  be a Virtual Meeting commencing at 8pm Tuesday 1st

December  which  will  be  available  on  our  Facebook  page  which  allows  for  some
interaction and also on our branch website. All previous VMs are also available to view
on our website.



And Lastly, Onto Late Finals...............

Enjoy Bonfire Night!

Thanks to the unknown photographers whose image I may have included and my special
thanks, as always, to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith for their contributions and assistance



QUIZ - A few aircraft, a manoeuvre, some people and two airfields all with a link – some
tenuous or cryptic - to November 5th celebrations. Can you work out those links?

1 2

3 4

5 6

                7                      8



The above two pictures share a link with each other to produce the link with November 5th.

By way of a clue for Picture 8, just 10 aircraft were based at this Clallam County 
Washington State airfield , the one time FAA LID:S18, but it is now closed and its 
2,400’ hard runway is used for car racing.

Question 9 – No Picture but this remote airstrip in Northern Queensland which primarily 
serves the Capricorn Copper Mine and has ICAO code YGPR and has a name 
synonymous with November 5th 1605. What is that name?

10 – what is the name of this manoeuvre?

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


